MANAGE RISK ACROSS YOUR ENVIRONMENTS WITH A POWERFUL END-TO-END SAAS PORTFOLIO

Veritas Alta™ Data Compliance and Governance
Overview

Data governance must be a priority, not an afterthought. Yet, only 62 percent of organizations have a data governance program in place.¹

Shifts in threat vectors and work environments have increased the complexity and importance of data governance. As a CISO or IT, network, or governance admin, you need to capture, monitor, and understand your data to meet compliance or litigation needs.

You need to identify critical information to know what data to protect, how long to retain it, and what to delete. Understanding data in place is vital in the aftermath of a ransomware exfiltration attack.

Communication monitoring has become more complex with the increase in remote work. Applications such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and WhatsApp have become essential channels. Meanwhile, litigation continues to increase. The growth in communication tools adds challenges to content collection.
Data Compliance Challenges

Many issues relate to data compliance and governance. Today's fast-paced multichannel communication involves ever-increasing regulatory scrutiny and penalties for violations. In addition, challenges such as lack of data leadership, resources, time, and budget increase the difficulty of proactively protecting data and maintaining compliance.

Compliance strategy requires insight into your information ecosystem. Critical intelligence regarding the age, location, and ownership of data provides the roadmap for effective decision-making. Understanding your risk profile allows you to shift from a store-everything mentality to a value-focused perspective.

Challenges vary by industry. For example, financial services organizations must monitor an ever-expanding volume of content and channels including email, including chat, social media, collaboration, and audio and video. Failing to monitor and manage data correctly can lead to massive fines. In 2023 alone, Wall Street firms received $1.8B in penalties resulting from misuse and improper monitoring of WhatsApp communications.²

44% expect litigation to grow in 2023³

13% expect a reduction in cases
Worldwide, litigation continues to grow and become more complex. In an annual survey by Norton Rose Fullbright, 44 percent of firms expect litigation to grow in 2023. Only 13 percent expect a reduction in cases. New communication channels increase complexity and the need to surface relevant content for a given case.

Successfully managing compliance requires proactive mitigation of risks and streamlining of data-management processes. Veritas provides a comprehensive solution for data governance, compliance, and eDiscovery. Gain detailed understanding of your information at source, including potential hazards and vulnerabilities. Veritas offers advanced tools for automated remediation, simplifying identification and resolution of issues before they become major problems. Simplify compliance with monitoring of virtually all content sources and filtering relevant content via machine learning and classification policies created by industry experts. Veritas also provides complete eDiscovery, allowing proactive collection of content via archiving and targeted collection of content from source.

By taking a proactive approach to risk management, you can stay ahead of the exponential data curve and gain greater control over your data. Leverage your data assets to drive growth and innovation, confident that your information is secure and well-managed.

40% of office workers spend more than half their working day on messaging and collaboration tools.

71% of employees admitted to sharing sensitive and business-critical company data using messaging and collaboration tools.

73 of the Top 100 Financials
Choose Veritas Digital Compliance

Market leader in Archiving Since 1998
Gartner Group, Enterprise Infrastructure Market Share, April 2023
Veritas Alta

Veritas Alta provides the most comprehensive unified cloud data management. It harnesses the benefits of a fully managed SaaS solution and ensures data is protected, available, and compliant. With a focus on security by design, Alta provides an enhanced visibility across your entire environment, while safeguarding your data with unmatched cyber resiliency.

The compliance and governance offering unites cloud functionality and enables you to make informed decisions about all the information you store. You decide where to run your applications based on your business needs, whether fully managed SaaS, on-premises, cloud, hybrid, or in your cloud tenant. Veritas Alta™ View, a cloud-based management console, provides a unified view and control of the entire data estate from a single pane of glass.
Veritas Alta Data Compliance and Governance Portfolio

The integrated data compliance and governance portfolio synthesizes intelligence across communications and other unstructured data sources, facilitating action to counter information risk.
Data Capture and Collection

Get comprehensive data source coverage for regulatory compliance, internal policy compliance, and eDiscovery. Veritas Alta™ Capture simplifies the collection and archiving of messages for compliance and eDiscovery. Integration with Veritas Alta™ Archiving enables collection from more than 120 content sources, including team collaboration tools, messaging apps, financial platforms, and all relevant cloud-based connectors.

Extend your data capture reach.
Risk Identification

Veritas Alta™ Classification provides an unmatched level of automation and intelligence. Powered by expertly trained systems and artificial intelligence, it delivers consistent data classification to identify risk and dark data hindering data security and compliance. The engine features more than 1,100 pre-trained patterns to detect sensitive data, plus more than 250 preconfigured compliance regulatory policies. Veritas Alta Classification helps organizations worldwide improve management and governance.

“It would be cumbersome to search messages with Microsoft 365 alone, and I couldn’t confidently say we’d have all we needed. And that’s really the driving factor. Now our discovery searches reveal who said what to whom.”

Geoff Pangonis
Messaging Administrator
VHB
Data Archive and Retention

Veritas Alta™ Archiving is a fully integrated cloud archive platform. It captures, ingests, supervises, and discovers data for compliance needs, helping to reduce costs and increase productivity. Veritas Alta Archiving helps preserve email and more than 120 other content types by policy. It classifies content, identifies the most essential items to reduce risk, and ensures that retention practices comply with applicable laws and that surveillance is defensible.

Capture every conversation.
Regulatory Compliance

Use Veritas Alta™ Surveillance to perform a streamlined supervisory review of regulated communications. It helps decrease the cost and effort of ensuring compliance review through targeted sampling and the optional addition of classification, while providing proof of compliance. It’s fully managed and audited, easy to use, and effective for reviewing search results.
End-to-End eDiscovery

Use Veritas Alta™ eDiscovery—a cloud-based, end-to-end solution—to collect, review, and produce electronically stored information for legal and investigation purposes. It provides complete discovery in one step:

- Defensible collection of relevant content sources
- Purpose-built review of all data types
- Efficient production of relevant documents.

Capture any content source relevant to your investigation, review the data as intended (including native view of Microsoft Teams), and efficiently transfer the data to the requesting party.

Perform advanced early case assessment and review.
Why Veritas?

Veritas solutions empower you to maintain full control of your enterprise data protection, application resiliency, data compliance, and governance by ensuring complete data observability. Capture and archive across your entire data estate, and discover what matters most.

Explore how to optimize data compliance through greater visibility, context and control to protect your organization. >
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About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering greater value. Learn more at veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastaechllc.